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Sheila and Steve – A Fond Farewell 

19 April 2000 is a date etched in the memory of Sheila & Steve Leppard, when they took 
over our village pub, the Heart in Hand. 

It was whilst caretaking at schools in Highworth, that their son Daniel came home one 
evening holding a piece of paper saying that the Heart in Hand was up for sale. 

Owning a pub was something they had always wanted to do, so they decided to go for it, 
had their offer accepted, gave up their jobs and moved into the Inn. 

Before moving, Steve had often watched football in the village and they had got to know 
many of the pupils at Highworth school who were from Blunsdon. Their contacts through 
the school’s career department proved valuable in providing opportunities for many local 
pupils to gain work experience as waiters/waitresses in the pub and this continued for many 
years. 

Although hosting events at the pub, such as birthday and retirement parties, wedding and 
lifetime celebrations has become second nature to Sheila and Steve, during that first year 
their first big event put the fear of god into them when one regular, Stuart “Jock” Hepburn, 
booked the whole pub for him, his new bride Deb and many guests, for a Scottish themed 
winter solstice wedding party. The set menu consisted of Scotch Broth. A main course of 
pork, apple and stuffing pie, followed by jam roly poly and custard. Local chef, Dave Sexton 
supplied a 12lb haggis for the evening buffet. Jock’s Tartan Army of the Murrayfield rugby 
team truly made it a night and morning to remember.  

After this first year, some much needed refurbishments were made, including the extension 
and moving of the toilets, which provided a larger dining area. The upstairs rooms were 
changed into letting rooms, with Steve and Sheila buying and moving into the cottage 
opposite the pub. 

Darts had been a very popular activity with many successful teams and players gracing the 
oche. Johnny “BullKing” Aubrey, Kirk “The Greyhound” Wheeler & “Double” Dave Wright. 
Over the years the number of teams and local leagues has waned, but Sheila and Steve have 
always tried many different things to generate interest amongst the community, including 
quiz nights and very successful charity events, where an estimated over £80k has been 
raised for various local charities. 

One annual highlight was the Village Hop. A fun social day and charity fundraiser of music, 
cakes, raffles, auctions and keenly contested produce competitions involving ginormous 
marrows and milelong runner beans.  

They organised regular racing trips to Cheltenham, however, one year, whilst waiting in the 
pub to get on the coach, news came through at 9 a.m. that high winds had cancelled the 
days racing. So, they all got on the coach which then headed to Bath for the day for some 
retail therapy of sorts. On the way back home, the coach detoured to Blunsdon dogs, for 
some gentle betting and refreshment. Meanwhile, someone came to see Sheila at the pub 
and said, “I’ve just got to give you these.” and he promptly handed her some fresh 
cauliflowers and a pair of shoes. 

Earlier in the day, Steve had spotted a bargain offer for the cauliflowers and shoes at Bath 
market. He bought them and as a romantic gesture he arranged for a taxi driver to deliver 
them to Sheila at the pub, with the message that he had bought her some lovely flowers. 
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Another highlight was the annual pub trips for couples. These started with a long weekend 
coach trip to Paris, followed the next year by Cork. Other trips included Bruges, Amsterdam, 
Isle of Wight and Jersey. They were great fun with fantastic memories for everyone, with 
special outing T Shirts, games and fancy dress. 

Celebrity names such as Nick Knowles, Chris Kamara and Chelsea legend Peter Osgood have 
visited the pub, as well as half a horse and an escaped pig from Lower Village. There has also 
been some great bands and entertainers, with The Tinker Boys and Shiny Shirt Man being 
star attractions. 

A very popular weekday timeslot was the Recycled Teenagers lunches. It used to be called 
OAP meals, until Steve received some friendly words from one patron who said that she was 
not an OAP and that she did not like the words Old Age Pensioner. Derek “Del” Goodenough 
overheard and said to Steve that he should call her a recycled teenager and so the renaming 
ceremony took place. 

Sadly, over the years they have seen many regulars and characters pass on to the Great Inn 
in the sky, such as Bill Chapman, Terry Davis, Dot and many, many more…. 

Sheila and Steve were looking to retire and made plans to sell the pub. They had wanted to 
complete their twenty years in April 2020 and then retire. They were ready to go when 
Covid came along and changed their plans and the lives of everyone.  

Lockdown forced the pub to close, but serving the community continued with a takeaway 
service, before the easing of restrictions enabled the pub to gradually re-open, albeit on and 
off throughout the past 12 months. 

Sheila and Steve are now looking forward to their retirement but will remain part of the 
village they love, whilst having more family time to enjoy with their sons, Philip and Daniel 
and their grandchildren. They would like to wish Darren, Claire and their family every 
success and happiness in the pub that formed such a big part of their own lives. 

They would both like to thank all their regulars, staff, villagers, businesses and travelling 
guests for supporting them over the years.  

Meanwhile, plans are in place for Sheila and Steve’s own retirement party, which will take 
place on Saturday 19th June from 7.30 p.m. and all villagers and friends are very welcome 

to join them. 

As time is called on Sheila and 
Steve’s era, he would just like to 
say one more time; “Last orders 
ladies and gentlemen. You’ll get 
no more beer here, wines, 
spirits, cheese, biscuits or any 
other snacks and savouries.” 

Sheila and Steve raised a glass 
to 20 years at the Heart in Hand 
underneath the Blunsdon Time 
Clock, set 10 minutes ahead UK 
time, so they could get off to 
bed earlier. 
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Blunsdon Community Shop 
We hope you have had the opportunity to pop into the Hayfield Lounge, off Sams Lane, to 
have a look at the inside of what will become our new Community Shop Building. Even 
though we won’t take possession until Spring 2022, we are forging ahead with our plans for 
the internal layout, look and feel for our new shop/coffee shop.  We are working with local 
experts to plan the transition and seek valuable guidance on the best way to set up our new 
location. 

We are excited to share our progress with our community and get some feedback from you 
during our planning stages.  With this in mind, we will be hosting a stall at the “Bacon Butty 
Event” on 3rd July outside our current Village Shop.   

Please come along to see our draft plans and ideas for layout and products, and have your 
say on which additional products you would like to see in the shop. Our questionnaire will 
also be available online if you can’t make it on that date.  

With the increased range of products and services, the new shop will need more volunteers.  
If you can provide any time, please pop into the shop on any weekday morning and talk to 
Ali, or talk to us on 3rd July. 

We are also looking for Corporate Sponsors who may want to support our fundraising 
activities for the equipment we will need for the new shop. If you can help us with that, 
then please get in touch via our Twitter Account.  

Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook (Blunsdon Community Shop), Instagram 
(blunsdoncommunityshop) and Twitter (@BlunsdonCommun1) and you can always buy 
shares and personalised paving blocks via our website www.blunsdoncommunityshop.uk  

 

See you on the 3rd July!    
Blunsdon Shop Committee 
 
Current Opening Hours 
 
Monday – Friday:  8am – 5pm 
Saturday:    8am – 3pm 
Sunday:   8am – 12pm 
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Annual Parish Assembly – Chairman’s Report – Ian Jankinson 
Coronavirus 
In March 2020, in line with the published guidelines the Parish Council decided to take some 
decisions that will support the efforts to slow down the spread of the disease and protect 
the more vulnerable in the Parish. 

 We suspended Parish Council meetings including the Annual Parish Assembly until 
further notice. As there is no guidance yet about the legality of video-conference 
meetings, we will take decisions on finance and planning using a safe voting in 
person system. 

 We decided that from Monday 23rd March there would be no meetings/gatherings at 
the Village Hall, Methodist Hall or Pavilion, including gatherings on the Recreation 
Ground, except for the Pre School provision where we supported the guidelines 
issued for education settings. 

 We will offer the 01793 705617 Parish telephone number as a ‘Helpline’ number for 
those in isolation who have no help or support elsewhere. Although we cannot 
guarantee help, we will do our best to help where we can. 

We worked closely with the Shop, which was a magnificent hub of support and continuity 
within the Parish and their cheery help and ‘Can do’ attitude was brilliant. I know that some 
of my Thursday Clap was for them.  
Our Churchwarden Jane Ockwell also worked hard with our local congregation to ensure 
they were safe and well supplied where necessary. With these wonderful volunteers most 
of the gaps in the Parish were covered. 
However, there were still those that were hard to reach and support in the Parish. Residents 
kept a watchful eye out for those that might not be able to read the Magazine or access 
Broadcast Blunsdon or the Parish Facebook pages – or might not have been able to get to 
the Shop. Thank you to all of you who helped and there will be a celebration called ‘Brilliant 
Blunsdon’ in the Village on July 18th to celebrate our amazing community spirit. 
Zoom Meetings 
Because of all the restrictions associated with the pandemic, On Monday May 4th at 19:30 
using Zoom, the Parish Council had its first ‘virtual’ full meeting. We have continued to do 
this until this month – May 2021 – as the temporary legislation allowing this expired and no 
further legislation has been put into place to resolve this. For absolute safety we have 
developed a ‘hybrid’ meeting structure – half Zoom and half Face-to-Face to ensure 
decisions are legal. 
We have an amazing crew of steadfast volunteer Parish Councillors who, with the tireless 
efforts of Tracey Judd, our Parish Clerk and Rachel Smith our Finance Officer, have 
smoothed out many of the ‘bumps’ during this unprecedented year. I cannot thank them 
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enough for the work that they do, along with Mark Jones and Paul Schofield our 
Groundsmen, to keep this Parish looking good and working well despite restrictions and 
constantly changing parameters. Thank you all. 
Parish Council Elections 
May 6th 2021 was the date for this year’s PC elections. There are currently 11 positions 
available for Parish Councillors but there were more vacancies than nominations so all the 
people who were nominated were elected unopposed. Our elected Parish Councillors are: 
Steve Ainscow   Andrew Collingwood  Mick Compton  Stephen Doell 
Ian Jankinson  Sandra Keates   Martin Nash  Ian Selwood  
Jim Tayler 
We still have vacancies so if you are interested, please let Tracey know on 705617 or at 

Parish Council Office 
With the proposed sale of the Methodist Church and Hall, the office finally closed on 26th 
October, however our contact details remained the same: Tel 01793 705617 and 

 . 
Parish Council Meetings 
The current legislation that allows Councils to have meetings and make decisions via virtual 
means (Zoom/Teams etc.) expires on the 7th May 2021 and the Government hasn’t allowed 
enough time to re-visit this legislation to be able to extend the law, therefore Meetings will 
have to be conducted face to face from then. MPs are putting a case for extension but as yet 
we have no positive news. This will not only affect our PC meetings but will curtail the 
numbers able to attend the Annual Parish Assembly on 20th May which we had to postpone 
last year. We will keep you posted. 
Parish Council Finances 
At our 4th January Meeting the PC voted for the Annual Budget for 2021/22 with 
approximately a 3% decrease to £77.52 per year for a Band D household. We decided that 
in these difficult times we would postpone several of the planned projects for this year and 
if relevant, carry them forward to next year. We have statutory expenditure, necessary 
expenditure and desirable expenditure and we will maintain a balance of these to keep 
costs as low as possible. 
Blunsdon Village Magazine 
The Magazine is a vital source of information and communication for the Parish and a 
lifeline to those not using the internet and social media. Early last year it was struggling to 
provide the magnificent service it has done, for much more than the 33 years I have been 
reading it. The Parish Council agreed to subsidise it to ensure its survival and was proud to 
help keep it going. 
Blunsdon Methodist Church and Hall 
The proposed sale of the Methodist Church and Hall was as much of a surprise for the Parish 
Council as it was for residents. The PC had registered the building as an Asset of Community 
Value and believed that the Methodist Circuit, who owns the property, would give us the 
opportunity to consult with the community to find out whether you wanted us to 
investigate ways in which it could stay in community ownership. In September we worked 
with North Swindon Scouts towards a possible solution where we may be able to keep the 
Methodist Hall as a Community Asset. 
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We put together a Consultation paper in the Magazine which outlined the potential cost to 
our Community should you decide that the Methodist Church and Hall should remain a 
Community Asset. The Consultation was also available on our Facebook Page, Broadcast 
Blunsdon and Website to vote on line via Survey Monkey. 
There was massive support shown for the Community to save the lovely building and keep it 
in Community use. However, because of the level of investment required from the Parish 
Council and ultimately you, the residents, through your annual Precept, we had set a strong 
target for response to the consultation at 30% of households. In the final analysis of 
responses below, you can see that we only had an overall response of 13.2% of households, 
both through paper votes and on-line votes. Therefore, we were unable to pursue the 
purchase of the Methodist Church and Hall, and could only endorse the potential bid from 
the North Swindon Scouts. 
Responses: 

 We had 41 paper responses, via post and the shop 
o 71% in support of bidding for the Church 
o 79% in support of endorsing the North Swindon Scouts bid 

 There were 96 on line responses, broadly reflecting the paper responses 
 There were 5 other responses  

This meant that we received 142 responses from a base of 1,066 households in the Parish, 
representing 13.2%. 
I was sad to have been informed by North Swindon Scouts that they were not in a position 
to bid for the Church and hall. So that means that the plot and buildings will now go on open 
sale and be lost to the community, such a shame. 
Blunsdon Village Hall 
In the meantime, the preparation of the other Village facilities as it became possible to bring 
them back into use was completed. All passed the Legionella test and were deep cleaned, 
‘fogged’ and re-assessed in line with safety requirements and Covid 19 guidelines. All now 
have hand sanitisers and help signs to ensure safe use, and we have put together our own 
guide for users outlining what we will do and what will be expected of users going forward. 
These have been regularly updated as changes have occurred.  
In March we were offered some cycle racks and these will be fitted over the coming months. 
All cyclists will now be able to safely lock up your bikes while you visit the shop or Village 
Hall. We are fitting them at the Recreation Ground too. 
 
Grounds Maintenance – Detailed report Ian Selwood – Vice Chairman 
Apart from our GM Contractor who completes the majority of work in the parish we have 
two employees, Mark and Paul who support this work in a specific and targeted way to keep 
the Parish looking clean, well-maintained and safe. I would like to thank them for their 
contributions to making the Parish as beautiful as it is. 
Play Areas 
We now have 3 play areas to maintain in the Parish and as soon as the 5 outstanding 
developments are finished we will have 5 more play areas available across the Parish. 
Multi Use Games Area (MUGA)  
Money has been set aside over the years by developers around the Parish for the Parish 
Council to be able to develop the old Tennis Courts and grassed area behind them into a 
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MUGA and cricket nets. We have been working with Swindon Borough Council for a long 
time, to try and move this forward however they have admitted that they do not have the 
capacity to do it. Therefore, we have engaged a consultant to put a plan together to achieve 
planning permission. These areas will primarily be used by the school during the day and 
available to the local sports teams and public during the evenings. As the project moves 
forward, we will share the progress with you with open exhibitions where you can share 
your ideas with us once we are allowed so to do. 
Allotments 
The Allotments in Hillside are working well and we are now working with Newland to set up 
more allotments in the Broad Blunsdon Heights development. One of these allotments has 
been designed with accessibility in mind 
Planning 
The PC has commented on 38 planning applications over the year as well as many Tree 
Preservation Orders.   
In May of 2020 after persistent and continual lobbying of Highways England and Swindon 
Borough Council about the safety of the Turnpike Junction, Highways England requested 
that the Borough should delay any decisions on the several large outstanding planning 
applications for our Parish whilst they re-assess and re-model the Cold Harbour junction and 
the access on and off the A419. They acknowledged that the junction is carrying traffic 
above its design capacity, and they agree that at peak times the slip roads are high-risk 
areas due to queuing traffic. 
Blunsdon East Neighbourhood Plan (BENP).    
In MAY 2020 we received the Draft Report from the NP Examiner and she approved the Plan 
with some modifications and the Plan was modified to incorporate the suggested 
modifications. Then a proposal Paper went before a Full Borough Council meeting in July 
demonstrating that the NP met the Basic Conditions (national planning laws) with 
modifications as recommended by the Examiner. The Plan was unanimously approved and 
they made an agreement to hold the referendum in May this year, within the Parish.  You as 
residents voted overwhelmingly in favour of the plan by 669 votes to 95, with a 45% 
turnout.  
A reminder of the Major Benefits of the Plan: 

 The Plan significantly will enable SBC Planning to enforce their Local Plan Policies, 
written to protect the Parish from unplanned developments. Which they are 
currently unable to do. 

o There are still applications for 460 houses and a church awaiting decision by 
SBC 

 There are 12 robust Policies within the Plan, specifically designed to support our 
Community and preserve the Parish. These range from; improving road safety, 
protecting the countryside and green spaces and preserving the amazing views, to 
maintaining our ‘dark skies’. 

 There are very detailed documents (Village Design Statement/Housing Character 
Assessments) available to the Planners to help maintain the character of the Parish 

 Developer Contributions to the Community will increase from 15% to 25% which will 
allow us better scope to mitigate any development and improve infrastructure 
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 Ensuring a better relationship with those builders that are allowed to grow the 
Village. 

Stagecoach Number 9 Bus – This service has now been re-routed through Blunsdon and will 
be stopping on Ermin Street in both directions on a circuit from Tadpole Garden Village to 
the town centre (in 25 minutes) and on to Wroughton. It runs every 30 minutes. 
Parish Roads 
We have regularly complained to SBC and developers in the Village about the condition of 
the road surfaces in High Street, Sams Lane and Broadbush during works that have taken 
place there. They both have acknowledged the complaints and have assured us that when 
work on the roads is finally completed they will be completely resurfaced.  
Speed Watch.        
Our fantastic volunteers have operated the Community Safety work of Speedwatch where 
they have been able, over the year. This work is invaluable to ensure that speeding is kept to 
a minimum on our Village roads. Offenders are sent warning letters for unsafely exceeding 
the speed limits and persistent offenders are visited by uniformed officers and cautioned – 
so beware! A massive thank you for all their hard and dedicated work. 
Broadband Lower Speeds  
We have worked with local SBCllrs and Justin Tomlinson during the year to try and get 
improvements to Broadband in the Village that is low speed. We have made contact with BT 
and Open Reach and are in negotiations with them to improve the service at a sensible cost 
to the residents – unfortunately it is a very slow process. (a bit like the Broadband!) 
Village Fete 2020.   Despite meticulous preparations and some magnificent organising by a 
brilliant group of Volunteers, the VE75 Village Fete had to be postponed and eventually 
cancelled. We still hope to hold this at some point in the future. 
Best Kept Village Competition We enter this competition every year that we can and have 
won in the past. We have a good opportunity this year to better our 2nd place in 2018. It’s 
judged in May/June so time to get your bloomers in. We have already had offers of help and 
resources, from Village Groups and some developers so we are prepared to put up a good 
show this year – well certainly if the weather improves. 
Plans for the future 
Our first and most important priority is to work with the Borough Planning Authority to 
repel the outstanding planning applications for more mass housing in the Parish. The 
Neighbourhood Plan will help with that and there are elements within the Plan that we will 
now reinforce with actions. 
The Recreation Ground and Pavilion are currently a project that we are working on. The 
Pavilion is a 70s building and not at all accessible. Our outline plan is to refurbish or rebuild 
the Pavilion and create an accessible ‘country path’ around the Recreation Ground to 
improve access to it and build in some outdoor, accessible fitness equipment along the way. 
We also have some funds to improve the landscape and safety along Blunsdon Hill and 
Ermin Street and are working with the Borough on how we might do that. 
With the upcoming development in Kingsdown we can also look forward to some work to 
reduce the traffic and speed and improve the safety along Broadbush when the traffic is re-
directed away from it.  
We will also be planting more trees around the Parish in partnership with the Great Western 
Community Forest. 
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Annual Parish Assembly Report    Grounds Maintenance: 
Blunsdon is a semi-rural village location with a diverse mix of formal and rustic grassed and 
hedge areas. The PC has defined areas of responsibility to maintain certain grassed and 
hedged areas, beyond these the Borough Council and Highways England have responsibility 
(although we monitor and report on any issues as they arise). Throughout the pandemic we 
have continued to maintain the estate, with the help, flexibility and cooperation of our 
contractors and staff. 
During recent years we have focused on improving a number of hedge rows in areas such as 
the Rec Field and school footpath. Additional clearance work has been completed in the 
area opposite the Methodist Hall and near to the old tennis courts. These areas have the 
potential to be enhanced further. 
During the year the PC was handed back the previously mature hedgerow adjacent to 
Widhill lane from the developer Hills. The area has been replanted, but now needs time to 
recover and will be monitored ongoing. 
The PC are aware of our environmental responsibilities, and will consider a more balanced 
approach for some areas in terms of less grass mowing etc.to enhance habits. 
The PC will continue to monitor our contractors to help ensure we provide a tidy & green 
village, and provide best value within the financial budgets set. Additional projects will be 
considered to enhance the village further, where the budget allows. 
Recreation Ground 
The PC has reviewed the condition of our pavilion, originally constructed in the 1970’S. In 
summary it is not really fit for purpose in today’s world, and we are assessing the feasibility 
to replace the facility and improve accessibility. 
The PC has worked with the Football and Cricket Clubs during the pandemic to agree the 
safest way to comply with government restrictions, and provide safe sport where possible. 
The PC would like to note and thank the clubs for their excellent communication, help and 
cooperation during these challenging times. 
We had extended conversations with the Football Clubs during the year to renew an aging 
terms agreement for the use of the facility. This included discussions and additional 
measures being agreed to help alleviate parking issues in Sutton Park for larger attendance 
games. The PC considered extending the parking area off Sutton Park, but subsequently 
withdrew the consideration due to local objections. 
BVH & Cemetery 
The PC has continued to manage the village hall during a very challenging time with many 
activities needing to be curtailed or restricted. We would like to thank our staff who had a 
considerable number of additional requirements to implement, to keep the facility clean 
and safe. The PC has continued to manage and maintain the village cemetery. Additional 
maintenance has included unsafe tree removal, arranging for the cleaning of the war 
memorial and repairing the gate. 
There is an extension to the burial area pending, as part of the adjacent Hayfield housing 
development. We will continue to liaise with the contractor to incorporate this with the 
existing area. 
Footpaths   
The PC does not have direct responsibility for footpath maintenance, this remains with the 
Borough Council. 
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We do understand the importance of our many footpaths to residents and continue to 
monitor and report on issues as they arise. This has included the area next to Blunsdon 
Hotel golf course (badger set damage) and the footpath adjacent to Longfield Farm 
(impassible due to mud & failing footbridge) 
Councillor Ian Selwood     May 2021 
 
BLUNSDON PARISH COUNCIL  -  FINANCIAL  STATEMENT  - 2020/21 

   INCOME   EXPENDITURE  
   £   £  
General Reserves brought forward  78,285      
          
Precept  90,000   0  
Community Tax Grant  1,779   0  
Community Infrastructure Levy  10,382   0  
Burial Ground   4,633   6,494  
Recreation Areas  500   7,122  
Pavilion  390   2,899  
Parish Open Spaces  0   15,208 
Village Hall  8,824   16,793  
Methodist Hall  0   31  
Allotments  805   0  
Litter picking  0   2,317  
General Administration  0   1,515  
Staff costs  0   62,536  
Interest earned  264   0  
General Reserves carried forward      80,947  
   195,862   195,862  
Reserved funds for specific projects e.g      117,536  
MUGA, Cemetery extension works,          
fitness equipment)          
      

Due to the Coronavirus lockdowns many of the Parish facilities were closed and 
considerable income was lost during the year. The Parish Council applied to SBC for a grant 
and were fortunate to receive £10,000 to offset some of the losses and assist with increased 
health and safety measures. Sadly, the closure and subsequent sale of the Methodist Church 
buildings added to a reduction in income and the loss of the Council office. No additional 
major projects have been planned for the forthcoming year in order to reduce the Precept 
needed and therefore the cost to the Council tax for our residents. 
Rachel Smith,  
Finance Officer. 
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Blunsdon Parish Police Report 
Overview 
Since 2016 Wiltshire Police has been following a Community Policing Team (CPT) Model 
which was a one team approach to Policing. Since that date the model has been 
continuously evaluated and developed.  
From March 2019 having reviewed the model it was decided that the capacity for 
Neighbourhood Policing should be increased across Swindon and more officers allocated to 
specific areas in order to provide a response to community needs, whilst still working 
alongside CPT teams who cover the 24/7 policing need. 
This has been true for North Rural villages. Blunsdon along with the other villages have PC 
Mandy Stevenson, PCSO Victoria Townsend, and PCSO Jo Bennett. (Currently on maternity 
leave).  All supervised by PS Penny Sprawson. 
These officers come under the North, East and Rural Neighbourhood team and are 
supported by Inspector Barry Reed, additional Police Sergeant, PS James Rodrigues, 5 other 
Police Constables and several other PCSO’s aligned to other specific areas.  
PC Stevenson has been an officer with Wiltshire Police for just over 12 years. She worked as 
a frontline response officer for almost 10years before the CPT model began and has also 
had time working in the intelligence department as well as collating intel for the drugs team. 
After returning from having her children she returned to working as a frontline officer for 
CPT, based in Swindon. Prior to joining in 2008 she was in the sport and recreation industry.  

 
3 month review February 2021 – May 2021 We start by saying that Blunsdon is one of the 
safest areas of Swindon, with a very low crime rate.  

 There were 126 calls made to Police regarding incidents that have occurred within 
the beat-code for DN25 – Blunsdon.  

 This includes people reporting Covid-19 breaches.  
 Only 37 of these has had a requirement to be closed to the crime recording system. 
 Blunsdon has seen 23 recorded incidents.  
 Of which 14 were listed as crimes.  
 A total of 57.9% of the calls made to Police were attended. The 40% not attended 

include duplicate calls, calls made to Police in error or persons being directed to the 
correct service. A high percentage of calls to the Police were for traffic incidents 
occurring on the A419, with other calls relating to COVID breaches which were 
attended by dedicated Covid-19 patrol officers.  In comparison 12,720 logs were 
created for the whole of Swindon in the same time period.  

Crimes  - 14 crimes have been recorded for the Blunsdon area. Two of the burglaries are 
linked to commercial units on the Groundwell Industrial estate which is covered by the 
Blunsdon area.  Several the thefts are linked to theft from motor vehicles in 
which several vehicles were left insecure.  
Non Crime  - 23 recorded incidents.  Many calls are for suspicious circumstances. These are 
reports of suspicious persons/vehicles in the area with no crime witnessed. Police have 
conducted an area search but not located anything of note.  
Other News 
Partnership working is increasing in relation to the landowners around the Blunsdon area. 
To provide patrols and to notify Police of any suspicious vehicles or events.  
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From this, increased regular patrols have been conducted on Little Rose Lane after 
numerous reports of large vehicles being driven down the track at the end of the lane.  
Also, reports of poaching and hare coursing have been investigated and additional patrols 
from the Rural Crime Team have been undertaken. 
Blunsdon Nursery visit is being undertaken soon for their Emergency services week. 
We would urge anyone with any concerns or information about the area to make use of the 
online reporting facility or via 101 which is now free to call or 
email  NERSCPT@wiltspolice.onmicrosoft.com  
Lastly if you see any of our officers out and about please come and say hi and have a chat. 
Wiltshire Police wants to build a partnership working with the community. We look forward 
to seeing you. 
Wiltshire police – Community Policing Team 

Speedwatch for April/May 

Date  Location Vehicles Exceeding Maximum Speed Limit 
Counted limit Speed mph 

27/04/2021 Lady Lane 313 40 49 30 
29/04/2021 Ermin St 189 16 48 30 
30/04/2021 Broadbush 368 14 41 30 
04/05/2021 Lady Lane 325 29 45 30 
05/05/2021 High St 63 6 31 20 
06/05/2021 Turnpike 115 11 43 30 
06/05/2021 Broadbush 425 18 42 30 
10/05/2021 Ermin St 173 3 39 30 
10/05/2021 Lady Lane 350 35 48 30 
11/05/2021 Broadbush 308 14 42 30 
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REFLECTIONS FROM STUART BOYD 

The Editor has suggested that after 23 years as a Parish Councillor I might like to reflect on 
changes in the Parish during that time, so a few thoughts follow: - 

We found our present home in Blunsdon and moved from Arundel in Sussex just before 
Easter 1982.  One of the things that attracted us to the village was the rural atmosphere, 
confirmed to us by waking one morning to a herd of heifers in the garden! We were also 
delighted at the welcome from neighbours who quickly got my wife, Brenda, involved in the 
baby-sitting circle so that she could meet people. We discovered that there was a wide 
selection of well supported local organisations in which we could get involved with.       
At that time the village was smaller than today but still supported a Post Office and three 
shops, a chicken farm, and two garages one including a fast-food outlet. The Parish included 
the areas now known as Abbey Meads, Ash Brake, Redhouse, St Andrew’s Ridge and 
Tadpole Village, all then open farm land as far west as the river Ray and Blunsdon Railway 
station. There was no by-pass and the A419 came up Blunsdon Hill, through two sets of 
traffic lights, around a roundabout where you branched off to Swindon; it then followed the 
present route past the garden centre. The present by-pass was not opened until 2009. In 
2016 the Borough divided the Parish and created a new St Andrews Parish which was 
formed from all that part of the old Blunsdon Parish that had been west of the by-pass.  

The village is now much larger than when we became residents, and is to get larger still, 
with 2200 additional homes either built, building, or approved for building within the Parish. 
This is putting a severe strain upon the road systems’ ability to handle the volumes of traffic 
generated.  Nothing in the past 23 years has had as great an impact as the Covid pandemic 
which has prevented local organisations from meeting and residents from socialising in our 
pleasant and popular pubs and restaurants and I hope that we can fully resume these 
activities in the near future.   The recent “making” (Approval) of the Neighbourhood Plan 
will give the Parish more say in future developments and the Borough more power, that I 
hope they utilise, to resist speculative planning proposals. 

 

The pandemic be finally squashed and that life returns to normal (whatever that was!)
Local organisations will resume their regular meetings and continue to attract resident’s
support.
The new residents coming into the village find it as pleasant and welcoming as we did
and that they get involved in village life.
All residents recognise the work done on their behalf by the unpaid volunteers of the
Parish Council and don’t restrict contact to when they have a complaint.
Highways England and the Borough, who are currently modelling alternative layouts of
the Cold Harbour junction, can come up with workable proposals to improve the traffic
flow through that area with an attendant improvement in other areas.
The village shop makes a big success of its new premises, once occupied, and continues
to attract volunteer staff, eventually expanding into a café.

In conclusion, my thanks for the many messages of goodwill on my retirement. 
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News from the Pews…………  
 
With another service under our belts, we begin June with a better vision of what’s to 
come.  
The plan is to go back to a weekly service as before and resume the breakfast 
church, of which we were so excited about and only managed to clock one up. 
This will be on the fourth Sunday, all being well, and build on the first one that was 
before lockdown. 
Other services will be much the same. Singing will happen to match the live music 
that we can’t do at present. 
There’s a ‘backlog of baptisms’, who knew that would be a thing? And we welcomed 
our first family with a ‘thanksgiving service‘ as a precursor to the actual baptism 
ceremony. A sort of taste and see experience. We hardly knew the baby was there, 
and look forward to meeting the rest of his family at a later date. 
The APCM was held mid May; the PCC elected, accounts passed and general 
thanks all round for doing a good job during the last year. 
We presented Pam Moore (in her absence) with a pot plant for the garden in 
recognition of writing out the marriage registers for the last, I don’t know how many 
years. This is obviously quite an exacting task, and best writing to be scripted. This 
has all changed now, as some of you may know, so she has found herself 
redundant- but in a good way, I’m sure she’ll agree. 
Weddings are on the horizon, and we are truly hopeful that COVID is not going to get 
in the way of the ‘big days ‘that are being planned. 
The church remains open during the week and we hope that it is still a place of quiet 
contemplation.  
The presiding Vicar or lay person is around on a Sunday should anyone want to 
have a word or be prayed for, after the service - just turn up and ask.  
 
Don’t feel alone. 
 
That’s all folks - see you next time.  
Jane Ockwell 
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From the Vicar’s Desk….     
Out of lockdown and into community 
As the number of people vaccinated continues to rise and the move out of lockdown 
is starting to happen, we are all at last able to slowly come back together. What 
wonderful news! As we start to develop the “new normal”, I do wonder what that will 
mean. Will we drift into a world as close to what it was before, or will we stop and 
think about the reality we have just lived through, where we couldn’t meet our family, 
loved ones, friends; where we had to isolate to protect ourselves and those at risk, 
where contact was either through a screen or not at all. We missed over a year of 
love, companionship, fellowship, closeness, we ached to meet people again. 
Meeting up is now a priority for many, valued over many things that were perhaps a 
higher priority before it all changed. And that is good. Our values have shifted. But I 
wonder what the world will be like when covid is considered “just another flu”, which 
it does seem will happen over time. 
My point is that the Christian faith calls us to community. Paul wrote in Romans 
chapter 12 verse 5, “so in Christ we, though many, form one body, and each 
member belongs to all the others”. And we can read in Hebrews in chapter 10 verses 
24-25, “And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good 
deeds, not giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but 
encouraging one another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching.” 
We were forced to give up meeting together, and now we are celebrating the new 
opportunities to meet, but will we continue to celebrate the opportunity as the last 
year slowly becomes a memory? I long to see a new normal of community, 
companionship and Christian Fellowship. A new normal where people who work in 
the service sector continue to be recognised and valued for everything that they do, 
a new normal where the weakest in our society are protected, cared for. A new 
normal where every life is loved and valued for the gift that it is, a gift that has a time, 
a gift that we should cherish whilst we can. 
“Above all, love each other deeply, because love covers over a multitude of sins.  
Offer hospitality to one another without grumbling. Each of you should use whatever 
gift you have received to serve others, as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its 
various forms. If anyone speaks, they should do so as one who speaks the very 
words of God. If anyone serves, they should do so with the strength God provides, 
so that in all things God may be praised through Jesus Christ. To him be the glory 
and the power for ever and ever. Amen.”  1 Peter 4:8-11 
Stay safe and may God’s peace be with you. 
Paul Morris   
Licence Lay Minister 
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Notes from the Editor 
If you would like to submit an article for the Magazine or you have some news to 
share then please send to blunsdonmagazine@gmail.com  
 
For those of you who are regularly walking in and around the Village, have you 
a favourite walk you would like to share with others? Send me your ideas or 
information on what you see and hear whilst on your walks.  
  
The magazine is run by local volunteers from the village. All your ideas, comments 
and contributions will always be welcome.  
EDITOR:  Please email all items for the magazine to blunsdonmagazine@gmail.com 
Arlene tel. 01793 727306 
ADVERTS: To place an advert in the magazine, please contact Penny on 01793 
722073  
Blunsdon Village Magazine is available to read online at Blunsdon Parish Council 
website: blunsdonparishcouncil.co.uk 
 
Front cover photo: Cottages in High Street 
 
Your July Magazine will be delivered from: 25th June 
Deadline for items for inclusion:     
Magazine issue  Deadline  
July  16th June 
August  21st July 

 
 
Thank You 
Kathleen, Clive, Adrian, Ian & Aaron Eggleton would like to say thank you to everyone who 
visited and supported us throughout the three years of Frank’s debilitating illness. 
For all the kind messages, people who made him a cake, brought chocolates, flowers and 
news. Although it was hard to understand what he said, he still had a sense of humour and 
he liked to know what was happening in the village.  
Thank you also for the donations to the Salvation Army & Wiltshire Air Ambulance. 
 
 
 

BLUNSDON SURGERY Tel 01793 721254                    
Blunsdon Surgery is now open for patients to come in by invitation only. If you 
have an appointment please ring on the bell at the front door.  
If you are collecting a prescription, please ring the bell on the door down the 
side passageway.  
For any other enquiries, results or appointments, please call the surgery. 
EMERGENCIES – Tel. 01793 762218 (Outside surgery hours) 
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A Week in the Life of ……………… a church warden 
I’ve just resumed my post as church warden for the nth time. 

As a new family to Blunsdon some 20 years ago, my task was to take a back seat from church 
things and to just attend and be part of the congregation. 

I was in awe of the church warden at my previous church and never believed that I could EVER 
become half the person she was, but when the opportunity arose I thought ‘why not me?’ 

In the beginning, there was obviously a Vicar in situ ; and I was the junior part of a double act. 
I know my place, and issues were dealt with as a twosome. As things changed, and two 
became one - life got a bit busier. 

Opening and shutting the church for services, setting the altar, and generally preparing for 
the preacher (of which we had several different ones shipped in during the interregnum) 
remember that? 

Criteria for my post can be fairly narrow and over the years a person has to do what a person 
has to do: - 

I love to welcome new families through the baptism of a baby or young child: added to the 
gifts from the church I make a small hanky / wiper with the name and date on, this mops up 
the water and can be kept. Don’t ask how many I’ve made! 

Weddings are another huge joy for me: once the paperwork has been verified I’m keen to 
help give the couples the best experience at St Leonard’s. Coordinating the bells, choir (not 
at present) organist and verger. 

Another privilege is to prepare the church for a funeral. From great amounts of family and 
friends attending to a small and personal service. Both give you an insight into who the person 
was and the varying relationships with the mourners. 

Domestic issues continue throughout the year such as cleaning and generally keeping the area 
looking nice, organising the Rota for the Lent Lunches - to the annual leaf sweep. If you’ve 
never been! it’s clearing the gully around the church of leaves in preparation for the 
Remembrance Day service in November. The uniformed organisations in Blunsdon are well 
trained at this and it’s an absolute joy to see them return year after year, our thanks to the 
leaders (Alison Iles etc) 

As you might have gleaned from this, there is not something going on every week, but making 
sure you have the dates and times for the next event. 

Our PCC is a well-oiled machine, of whom take on different tasks so that we compliment each 
other. 

We are all church wardens in the finer sense and I play a small part in that, but just lumbered 
with the title! 

My main duty I suppose is to support and liaise with the Vicar. 

We are one church in a benefice therefore it’s key that someone on the ground knows what’s 
happening. 

Jane Ockwell 
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So, it turns out that doing your best actually works. 

Despite only being able to hold a small handful of face-to-face meetings in the last year the 
Leaders worked hard at keeping all our Scout sections going through lockdown, doing their 
best at online meetings – and the Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers all did their best 
taking part in scavenger hunts, Kahoot! quizzes, cooking, camping at home and much more. 

Beaver Scouts had virtual visits from the RNLI and a dentist, made Christmas crafts and wild 
flower seeds bombs.  Cubs had a hilarious joint meeting with 121 Glasgow (Clarkston) Cub 
pack, held a scrap heap challenge at home and made spaghetti bridges.   

Scouts did fitness sessions, knots & pioneering, photography and Task Master.  Our Explorer 
Scouts tested their typing skills, completed online escape rooms and travelled around with 
world with GeoGuessr. 

At last, we’re back face to face, meeting outside, which is what we do.  We’ve been on 
hikes, bike rides, had a go at fire lighting, played games and helped tidy up our village – the 
Explorers gathered 15 bags of rubbish from Broadbush!  

We have everything crossed that we will be camping in the summer. 

We have nearly 90 children in our Group and if you would like your son or daughter added 
to our waiting list, please get in touch. 

Beavers 6-8 yrs – Alison Iles, Beaver Scout Leader alison.iles3@gmail.com

Cubs 8-10½ – Peter Kyle, Cub Scout Leader peter.kyle1964@gmail.com

Scouts 10½-14 – Mark Tredgett, Scout Leader markanthonytredgett@gmail.com

Explorers 14-18 – Tom Dent, Explorer Scout Leader tomdent12@gmail.com

Steve Iles, Group Scout Leader, 1st Blunsdon, 07885 188079, iles.swindon@gmail.com 

We prepare young people with skills for life 
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THANK YOU LADIES
Following my request earlier this year for unwanted oddment materials I received a 
response from several local ladies. So, thank you to Jan, Sue, Karen, Jane and 
Carol. You may recognise some of your materials in the photos. 

The Salvation Army are involved with 
several children’s projects including the 
Lighthouse project and another helping 
young single mothers resulting from 
young single Mums resulting from human 
trafficking. By the end of April I had 
delivered 20 dresses and 20 knitted 
cardigans to them and am hoping to 
continue with this project delivering my 
output every 2/3 weeks. 
For those of you who did not see the
previous magazine item I am producing 

small children’s clothes from unwanted oddment materials which are not sold but go 
directly to the people who need them. I still need your help in continuing this project 
so remember when you are having a clear out of any materials including buttons, 
cottons etc - give me a ring. Thanks 
Ann Essam 01793724802 07769973464 aannessam@talktalk.net

As normal service starts to resume in the UK don’t 
forget that Swindon Dial A Ride is here to help you 
get out and about on our door to door transport 
using either our accessible minibuses or volunteers 
using their own cars. 
If you are unable to use public bus services because 

of a disability or impairment give us a call on 01793 616050 for more 
information on how to become a passenger. 
If you are a not for profit group that could benefit from the use of a minibus 
for day trips/meetings etc call us on 01793 617828 for more information  

You can contact us by email at transport@dialarideswindon.org.uk 
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An update on the Fundraising for Avaya 
A gut-wrenching endurance run over two days to raise more than £6,300 for a five-year-old 
fighting cancer is the toughest challenge Rhae Honey has ever faced. 
 The firefighter says running four miles every four hours for 48 hours was “brutal” despite 
training for four months. 
 “I’ve given birth to two children, but the pain with my breathing during the last stage was 
worse,” says Rhae, who wore her firefighting tunic for the final leg.  “I had to keep stopping 
to catch my breath. It was awful – I just wanted to cry, but I also wanted to reach the finish.” 

 And she did, with family, friends and red 
watch colleagues running with her, and 
well-wishers cheering her on, including the 
girl she is supporting, Avaya, with her 
family. 
“Seeing them there was the highlight,” says 
Rhae, who was inspired to help after her 
son’s pre-school fundraised for 
Avaya.  “She has an aggressive cancer and 
needs specialist, potentially life-
saving treatment costing £250,000. Her 
situation just pulled my heart strings and I 
wanted to do something. I enjoy running 
and decided on this 4x4x48 challenge.”  

As well as sponsorship, Rhae’s total from 
her 48-mile run in May includes £1,350 
from auctioning two signed rugby shirts 
donated by Scottish team captain and 
friend, Stuart Hogg. 
“It’s been an overwhelming experience, but 
I’m thrilled I conquered the challenge and – 
thanks to everyone’s amazing 
generosity – have been able to help Avaya.  
 
Her fight continues, though, so I’m keeping 
my “go fund me” page 
(https://gofund.me/4c19fac3) open for 
donations if anyone else can help.” 
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Brainteaser of the month         Answers on page 25 
 
1.Replace each set of dashes with a word that will suffix the previous word and prefix 
the following word.  What are the words? 
     
ARCH _ _ _ _ _ FISH _ _ _ _ OR _ _ _ MAP 
 

. If Canberra is written in code as    % # O X / £ £ # 
    Which Australian city is this?         X £ [ @ X # O / 
 

 Which five letter word follows BOX, FRENCH and KNIFE? 
 
4. For each of the following, place the two words together and rearrange the letters   
to give a type of sauce. What are the 3 sauces?  
  
ART + TEAR = 
 
TOO + MAT = 
 
SUCH + SEAR = 

 
 

EYE SPY in BLUNSDON 
 

   Did you correctly guess that last month’s Eye Spy was 
the lamp at the Cold Harbour (on the wall next to the 
sign)? 
   Have a go at this month’s photo below – where have 
you seen this in the village? 
   There are no prizes for getting the correct answer, it’s 
just for fun.  
   The answer will be in next month’s Magazine with 
another photo. 
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 AA Recipe from CookFoodFan 

                   
 As I look out of the window it is cold and rainy.  But hey a British 
summer is on the way!  
So, my thoughts turn to barbecues, this year I am determined to 
try cooking larger pieces of meat rather than the normal burgers, 
sausages, etc.   
That’s if I am allowed near the BBQ! 
 

Anyway, here is a tangy accompaniment to chicken, sausages, burgers, chops…. or whatever 
you cook. 
 

Barbecue Sauce  
 

Ingredients  
50g butter 
1 large onion, chopped 
1 teaspoon (tsp) tomato puree 
30ml vinegar 
25g demerara sugar 
2  level tsp mustard powder (or 1 tablespoon (tbsp) Dijon mustard) 
2 tbsp worcester sauce 
150ml water  
 
Method  

1. Melt the butter in a saucepan and fry the onion for 5 mins, until soft. Stir in the 
tomato puree and continue cooking for a further 3 mins. 

2. Blend together the remaining ingredients with the water until smooth and stir into 
the onion mixture. Return the sauce to the pan and simmer uncovered for a further 
10 minutes. 
 

(TIP: I normally double the quantity but don’t double the amount of water, just add a bit 
extra if needed.) 
 

 
Here’s to sunny days and BBQs catching up with family and friends!  
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BBLUNSDON NOTES   by Richard Radway 
We live in a rapidly expanding village but we are lucky because we are situated in an 
advantageous position here on high ground with expanses of open countryside on many 
sides giving us wonderful rural outlooks.  

Our village also retains quite a number of older dwellings, now modernised but still full of 
character. These characteristics give our village a desirability now for people from miles 
away and more urban areas to want to move here in 2021 and make Blunsdon their home. 
They like the feeling of community our village affords, with our village shop and the fact that 
with our communities’ effort too we have secured the accolade of Best Kept Village several 
years running.  

However, Blunsdon hasn’t always been regarded a charming or desirable place to live. 
Details from a Primitive Methodist Magazine of 1840 tells us that the inhabitants of 
Blunsdon, prior to the introduction of the gospel were noted for wickedness and profanity, 
addicted to Sabbath breaking, drunkenness, wrestling and the barbarous practice of 
backswording, where the victor had to draw an inch of blood to the head first before they 
were considered the winner.  

These details were probably a very narrow-minded outlook of that time for most of 
Blunsdon’s inhabitants were poor countryfolk working hard on the land for long hours and 
little reward and sometimes little thanks from their employers as well. Lots of the pursuits 
mentioned were no doubt a light relief from their exhaustion scraping a meagre existence in 
those hard times.  

A more reasonable account of those days comes from a better source, our local 
“Hammerman Poet”, Alfred Williams, who wrote extensively about our village from the 
personal stories of the older villagers still living around 1900. They related their tales of their 
working lives in Victorian Blunsdon. He got to know many villagers well on his frequent visits 
here to see his sister Laura, who was working as a general help at the time for the Morse 
family who lived in the house now called “The Retreat.” He wrote “not many places like 
Blunsdon possessed such a number of inhabitants noted for sturdy, quaint or eccentric 
qualities, though it was commonly known and spoken of as “a roughish place” by the people 
round about.” 

He writes about characters from across the social spectrum. Some are extremely interesting 
sounding characters and there are several whose names resonate with some Blunsdon 
families in the village today.  

Alfred Williams tells a Farmer Snook of Lower Burytown Farm and his wife who had 21 
children twice. It sounds incredible but their 21st child died, afterwards another baby was 
born, which a second time brought up the number to 21.  

He also tells us of many village characters of that time like Dick Ockwell and “Leather 
Breeches” Ockwell, Ratcatcher Joe, Joe the Marine, probably a veteran from the Crimean  
War, Tom Call the burglar and Betty his wife, Tom Hancock and his mother Moll, Poll Packer 
and greatest of all old Bet Hyde the most famous witch that ever dwelt in these parts. 
Blunsdon certainly didn’t lack characters then and its quaint folk are worth further 
investigation………  

Find out more in the next Magazine.  
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BLUNSDON FOOTBALL CLUB 

       

   Recent results 

   Spectrum    won 8 - 1  

   Ramsbury    won  6 – 4 

   Supermarine  quarter final won 5 – 0 

   Nalgo                    Cricklade Cup q/f won 2 – 0 

   Hatherop                    semi-final won 3 - 1 

A fantastic run of results have seen Blunsdon reach the final of the Your Sport Swindon Cup 
which was due to be played at New College on 22nd May, against fellow Premier League 
foes, Globe FC. 

There has been a growing army of Amber & Black followers and there was sure to be many 
at the final, let’s hope we got the result and another trophy in cabinet. 

Special mention to the goalscoring exploits of Captain Dave Young and it has been great to 
blood some Blunny U18s, in Josh Uzzell, Corey McDowall & keeper, Josh Wright. 

The Gaffer, Iain Rosewell makes his point to winger Jack Newton 

 

 
Steven Baird Photography 

BLU
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BLUNSDON CRICKET CLUB  

After the driest April on record in the village, May has seen a 
fair drop of the wet stuff put a dampener on the start of the 
new season. 

Unfortunately, the season opener at Chippenham saw The 
Foxes go down by 50 runs. Harry “Mystery” Roke 

bamboozled the opponents middle order taking 4 for 30, whilst Deano Tomlin gave 
Blunsdon some late hope with a fiery 36.  

June fixtures: All Saturday from 1 p.m. 

(May) 29th Home to Swindon Nalgo 2nds 

5th  Away to Allington (me neither) somewhere near Chippenham 

12th  Home to Shrivenham 

19th  Away to Christian Malford, somewhere near Chippenham again 

26th   Home to Burbage & Easton Royal, nowhere near Chippenham 

New players of extraordinary ability, or none and supporters welcome 

Blunsdon’s own mystery bowler Harry “Mystery” Roke 

 
Steven Baird Photography 

 

 

Brainteaser answers  
1. Angel, tail and bit.   2. Brisbane     3. Pleat     4. Tartare, tomato and 

chasseur. 
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